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Master Class #1  Embouchure and Tone 

What makes up the embouchure? 
 A. Lip muscles 
 B. Chin muscles 
 C. Jaw and teeth 

What is the goal of the embouchure? 

 A. To help make a musical sound 
 B. In combination with the air and tongue, it is the way to form the 
 clarinet tone. 

There are two types of embouchures 
 A. Clamp-style (biting) 
 B.  Friction-style (snugging) 

When we think of these two types of embouchures, we want to be sure that we 
use the snugging type instead of the biting type.  Most clarinetists are “biters.” 
The result of biting is a tone that is brittle, pinched, sharp, shrill, and 

inflexible. With the snugging embouchure, we have to rely more on the air and 
the lips to control the sound. 

How we form our embouchure and how we use our air all contribute (along 
with the reed) to the quality of our tone.  

What are the characteristics of a good clarinet tone?  
 A. Focused 
 B. Warm 
 C. Clear 

These are just a few. Listen to recordings of good players and try to come up 
with your own descriptors. 

Associate



 

The use of the airstream is also important in the development of a good tone. 
The airstream for a wind player is like the bow for a string player.  It must flow 
constantly. Some things to think about: 

 
 A. Take a big breath by inhaling a whispered “HOW”  

 B. Your air needs to be directed all the way to the lowest part of your 
 abdomen (try to visualize a blown up balloon) 
 C. Blow fast, cool, concentrated air rather than hot air 
 D. Use the same quality of air in all dynamic levels 

 

Master Class #2  Practicing 

What is practicing? 
 It is what we do between lessons in order to improve! 
 

What are the ingredients of a good practice session? 
 A. Have a goal in mind for every practice session 
 B. Have only one goal in mind at a time for each thing you practice 
 C. Break your sessions up into small chunks—try not to do too much at a 
 time 

 D. Make sure you have the necessary tools with you:  metronome, pencil, 
 tuner, music, etc. 
 E. Listen carefully to yourself and be honest with yourself! 
 F. Keep a journal of your progress every day 
 G. Give yourself time to learn—you can’t cram for a solo performance 
 like you can cram for a math test! 

It’s important also to remember that you will progress faster if you practice 

regularly for shorter periods of time vs. haphazardly for one long session.  Aim 
for 30 to 90 minutes a day (depending on your level) six days a week rather than 
2 hours one day a week.  

How do you structure your practice sessions? 
 A. Begin with a good warm-up (15-20 minutes) 
  1. Long tones 
  2. Scales and arpeggios 

 B. Etude practice (about 20 minutes) 
 C. Solo repertoire (30-40 minutes) 
 D. Other repertoire (band, orchestra, etc). 
 E. Use different techniques when you practice; i.e. articulate a 
 passage that is slurred or slur a passage that is tongued; use 



 

 different rhythms to practice fast passages (more about this later) 
 F. Above all:  Practice Slowly! 
  1. The slower you practice the better!! This cannot be   

  emphasized enough! 
  2. For every one time you practice a passage quickly,  practice it  
  ten times slowly! 
 

 
  

 

Master Class #3        The Use of the Tongue: Voicing & Articulation 

There are two very important ways that we have to use the tongue when playing 

the clarinet. 
 A.  “Voicing” refers to how we hold our tongue in our mouths as we play 
  1. Try hissing or saying the word “he” in a whisper 
  2. Notice that the back of your tongue goes high in your mouth  
  and the sides of the tongue touch the upper teeth 

  3. We want to try to keep our tongue in this high back position as  
  we blow air through the instrument 
  4.  The result is a tone that is focused, better in tune, and resonant 
 B.  We also use the tongue to produce a beautiful, light, clear  
 articulation 

  1. We will talk about a method of articulation called “tip-to-tip” 
 tonguing where the tip of the tongue (back about ¼”) touches the tip of 
 the reed 
  2. It is also important to begin with the tongue on the reed every 
 time (there are a few exceptions) you begin a sound 

  3. We also almost always use a method of tonguing called 
 “stopped staccato” where the air stream is interrupted briefly by placing 
 the tongue back on the reed to stop the sound 

 

Master Class #4  Good Finger Fundamentals & Reed Wrap-up  

 A. Keep your fingers in a natural hand position 
  1. Drop your hands to your side and fingers will curve naturally  

  2. Or pretend you are tossing a ball or holding an orange 
  3. Correct finger action is CONTROLLED RELAXATION 
   a. the fingers lift and relax 



 

   b. the weight of the fingers is enough to cover the hole 
 B. It is also important to have an instrument in proper working order 
  1. Too much spring tension will cause the fingers to have to work  

  too hard 
  2. The pads must be seated properly so the fingers don’t have to  
  work harder to depress the keys 
 C. The Left Hand 
  1. Index finger—use a rolling action from E or F-sharp to throat A 

  and G-sharp. Be sure there is not any excess wrist or hand motion 
  2. The left thumb covers the thumb hole and the register key and  
  it must be in the proper position to do both without having to 
  adjust the thumb 

Reeds 

It is important that you play the proper strength reed to match your 

mouthpiece. If you play on a reed that is too soft, the tone will be thin and you 
will lack the control necessary to play all dynamic ranges well.  You will also be 
likely to bite and the pitch will go sharp. If the reed is too hard, the response 
will be poor, you will tire quickly, and the tone will tend to be flat and 
unfocused. 

It is also important to have at least 4 reeds in good playing condition. You will 

want to rotate them rather than to play on the same reed until it either breaks, 
or is no longer playable. A small storage case is also important to keep your 
reeds safe (the small cases that reeds come in are not good for storage). 

Try to break in your reeds over a period of several days and try not to play reeds 
straight out of the box.  If you play a new reed for too long, it breaks down the 
fibers very fast and makes their life expectancy shorter. It is best to play them a 
little bit each day, gradually lengthening the amount of time. The breaking in 
process takes about a week. 

We will discuss an easy method to break in reeds during this class! 

 

  

 

 






















